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Foreword

To market, to market, to buy a fat pig...
Simple Simon met a pieman, going to the fair...
Jack Sprat could eat no fat...

—Breimyer, 1963, p. 6

Early [English] markets...were...subject to rules...
prohibiting practices known by the quaint Old English
words "forestalling," "regrating," and "engrossing."

—Breimyer, 1977, p. 79

The marketing research and extension program of the 1950s
had as nearly immaculate a conception as can ever be hoped
for in this grimy world.

—Breimyer, 1991a, p. 176

Congress Brings Science to Marketing

Marketing has long had an ambiguous and a scarcely trusted place in human affairs. •Yet it
is so familiar and commonplace that its lore has imparted charm to the simplest nursery rhymes.
Anciently and currently, grievances against traders and trading have led sovereign authorities to
put rules on the conduct of trading. Medieval curbs on forestalling, and today's on cornering a
futures market, though centuries apart, are of the same genre.

In the annals of U.S. agriculture, even as in merrie old England, the conventions and customs
by which farm products move to market are ingrained in our culture. Images and opinions have
varied widely. Tributes have been paid often, almost routinely, to the magnitude and essential
nature of the marketing function. Yet trust in those who perform it has been hard to establish.
"Marketing costs too much" has been an almost universal plaint in farming country. Middlemen
have been suspected, if not accused, of gouging. Generally, farmers of the Midwest and Plains
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who were distant from coastal cities and markets were historically the least confident of integrity
in markets.
Some early agricultural economists were smudged with popular grievances about markets.

Others became defensive of marketing and its agents. They found it expedient to assure of three
kinds of utility in marketing: form, time and place. Sometimes, but less convincingly,
possession utility was added (Dummeier and Heflebower, p. 75).

But neither casual rationalizations nor prairie pro-tests met stern tests of scholarship. To be
sure, ending years of the 19th century saw publication of books and bulletins on farm-product
marketing. But most got the deserved rebuke that they were almost exclusively descriptive.

Applying Science to Marketing

It was against such a backdrop of familiarity without sophisticated understanding that the truly
landmark Research and Marketing Act of 1946 (RMA) was introduced, enacted and signed into
law. The law was not confined to marketing but, as will be noted below, it put exceptional and
unprecedented emphasis on the marketing portion of agriculture.
The law took that step in the name of science. It's as though scholars and practical people

reflected, "We are in the age of science. Why not apply scientific techniques to marketing?"
If Helen's face launched a thousand ships, this question, almost ingenuous in its common

sense, set- in motion years of scholarly peeking into every nook and cranny of the marketing of
U.S. farm products. It did so as part of the master plan for agricultural research that the RMA
constituted. In that plan, marketing work was not only incorporated in a general authority, but
accorded a separate title. More than marketing research was to be undertaken; marketing service
and education were called for too. And the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) or other
federal agencies were not the only troops to be enlisted; state agricultural experiment stations and
extension services and state departments or bureaus of markets were to be drawn in, and even,
on occasion, private firms under contract.

More detail on the RMA and its Title II, the "Agricultural Marketing Act of 1946," follow.
A selected quotation from Title II nevertheless serves to illustrate how serious Congress was
about applying the scientific method to marketing, even if the paradigm had been borrowed from
production agriculture. The announced object was to foster "a scientific approach to the
problems of marketing, transportation, and distribution of agricultural products similar to the
scientific methods which have been utilized so successfully during the past eighty-four years
in...the production of agricultural products...* (U.S. Congress, p. 1987). (See Part I of this
proceedings for a continuation of this paper).

Harold F. Breimyer, Professor Emeritus
University of Missouri, Columbia
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